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Thank you for your interest in and use of Forisk Consulting Products and Data Services. This User Agreement 
(Agreement) applies to all products, subscriptions and data services (Products) published by Forisk Consulting 
(Forisk) and purchased by Clients.  These Products include, but are not limited to: the Forisk Research Quarterly 
(FRQ), the Mill Multi-Client Studies and Forisk North American Mill Capacity Database, the Forisk Wood Fiber 
Review, the Forisk Market Bulletin, the Forisk Timberland Owner List, and the Wood Bioenergy US Database. 
The intent of this Agreement is to confirm and clarify in simple language the mutual promises and legal terms of 
use associated with copyrighted materials. 
 
Forisk grants to Clients a non-exclusive and non-transferable limited Agreement to its Products for Clients’ own 
use.  Forisk Products may be used without limitation by Clients internal to their organizations, unless otherwise 
specified in a site license or Client-specific contract. Associations, agencies or other public, non-profit and/or 
membership-based organizations may share Products with direct employees; distributing Products among 
members is strictly prohibited. Clients are further licensed to distribute partial, derived, condensed, or summarized 
data in reports and presentations to their clients and prospective clients.  In all cases where Forisk data or 
analysis is incorporated in other reports or presentations, please cite “Forisk Consulting” as the source 
of the data and/or analysis. The rights also apply to Client advisors for the sole purpose to provide services to 
Client and only for the duration of such services. 
 
Clients are not licensed to distribute to third parties (other than Client advisors) any “raw” data or Products in 
electronic or other form from which a competitor could replicate significant portions of the Product. Regular copying 
or other redistribution of the Products—in whole or in part—violates U.S. copyright law. Illegal copying includes 
regular photocopying, faxing, excerpting, and sharing of online access.   
 
Clients acknowledge that Forisk Products have substantial monetary value and are considered proprietary or 
confidential material of Forisk, and that Forisk retains ownership of all rights, title and interest to its Products.  
Forisk and Clients agree to prevent disclosure of the confidential information of the other party, using the same 
degree of care and safeguards afforded its own confidential information.  Confidential information shall not include 
information in the public domain, information already in the possession of Forisk or Clients, information obtained 
from other sources without obligations of confidentiality, information independently developed, or required to be 
disclosed by court or government order. Client shall be responsible if any Client advisors breach the obligations 
contained herein.  
 
Clients agree not to distribute Forisk Products or any part thereof to any third parties otherwise than as authorized 
herein; to take all reasonable steps to insure that Forisk Products, and the confidential and proprietary information 
contained therein, are not disclosed to any third parties; and not to remove the copyright or other legends or 
notices which appear on or in the Forisk Products. Clients agree to notify Forisk immediately upon learning 
of any unauthorized possession, use or knowledge of any part of its Products.  
 
Forisk retains the right to cancel a subscription at any time if a competitive situation arises with the subscriber or 
if the terms of this Agreement are not met. 
 
By signing below, the Client acknowledges the receipt of this Agreement and agrees to the terms of use. 
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